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Introduction

Visual psychophysics advances by experiments that measure how sensations and perceptions arise from carefully controlled visual stimuli. Progress depends in large part on the type of display technology that is available to generate stimuli. In this chapter, we first describe the strengths and limitations of the display technologies that are currently used to study human vision. We then describe a standard display model that guides the calibration and characterization of visual stimuli on these displays (Brainard et al, 2002; Post, 1992). We illustrate how to use the standard display model to specify the spatial-spectral radiance of any stimulus rendered on a calibrated display. This model can be used by engineers to assess the tradeoffs in display design, and by scientists to specify stimuli so that others can replicate experimental measurements and develop computational models that begin with a physically accurate description of the experimental stimulus.

Display technologies for vision science

An ideal display system for science and commerce would deliver the complete spectral, spatial, directional, and temporal distribution of light rays, as if these rays arose from a real three-dimensional scene. The full radiometric description of light rays in the three-dimensional scene is called the “light field” (Gershun, 1936). For vision science, the simplified and related representation is the irradiance the scene produces at the cornea - this is the only part of the scene radiance that the retina encodes. The complete radiometric description of the rays at the cornea, sometimes referred to
as the plenoptic function (Adelson and Bergen, 1991), specifies the rate of incident photons from every direction at each point in the pupil plane. To achieve an accurate dynamic reproduction of a scene, the plenoptic function must change as the head and eyes move.

Commonly used scientific displays do not approach this ideal. Instead, most displays emit light rays from a planar surface in a wide range of directions, and the spectral radiance is invariant as the subject changes head and eye position. The displays themselves are limited in various ways; for example, the pixels produce a limited range of spectral power distributions, typically being formed as the weighted sum of three spectral primaries. Despite these limitations, modern displays create a very compelling perceptual experience that captures many important elements of the original scene. The ability to program these displays with computers and digital frame buffers has greatly enlarged the range of stimuli used in visual psychophysics compared to the optical benches and tachistoscopes used by previous generations.

The vast majority of modern displays comprise a two-dimensional matrix of picture elements (pixels) at a density of 100-400 pixels per inch (4-16 pixels per mm). Each pixel typically contains three different light sources (subpixels, Figure 1). The pixels are intended to be identical across the display surface (spatial homogeneity).

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Camera images of a white pixel. The left panel shows a white pixel illuminated on a Dell CRT Display Model P1130 (left) and an Hewlett Packard CRT Display Model Number D2845 (right). The middle panels shows a white pixel on a Dell LCD Display Model 1907FPc (left), a Dell LCD Display Model 1905FP (right). The right panel shows a white pixel on a Sony OLED Display Model PVM-24. (See Farrell et al, 2008 for more details).

Most displays are designed with three types of subpixels with spectral power distributions (SPD) that peak in the long-, middle- and short-wavelength regions of the visible spectrum (Figure 2). Each type of subpixel is called a display primary. The relative SPD of each primary is designed to be invariant as
its intensity is varied (spectral homogeneity). In normal operation, the three subpixel intensities are controlled to match the color appearance of an experimental stimulus. Three primaries are used because experiments show that subjects can match the color appearance of a wide range of spectral power distributions using the mixture of just three independent light sources (Wandell 1995, Chapter 4; Wyszecki and Stiles, 1967). Modern displays effectively comprise a very large number of color-matching experiments, one for each pixel on every frame.

![Spectral power distribution of blue, green and red color primaries of a CRT (A), LCD (B) and OLED (C).](image)

**Figure 2.** Spectral power distribution of blue, green and red color primaries of a CRT (Dell CRT Display Model P1130), LCD (Dell LCD Display Model 1907FPc) and OLED display (Sony PVM-2451).

Display architectures are distinguished by (a) the physical process that produces the light, and (b) the spatial arrangement of the pixels and subpixels. Key design parameters of commercial displays are energy efficiency, brightness, spatial resolution, darkness, color range, temporal refresh and update rates. The relative importance of these parameters depends on the application.

The three main display technologies used in vision experiments today are CRTs (cathode ray tubes), LCDs (liquid-crystal displays) and OLEDs (organic light emitting diodes). Color CRTs were developed by RCA in the 1950s (Law, 1976) and were the nearly universal display technology for several decades. They remain an important display technology for vision researchers, although now they are rarely sold as consumer products. Invented at RCA labs in the 1970s (Kawamoto, 2002), LCDs were introduced as small mobile displays in digital watches, calculators and other handheld devices; later they enabled the widespread adoption of laptop computers. OLEDs were invented at Kodak in the 1980s (Tang and Van Slyke, 1987) and were first introduced as displays for digital cameras. Large OLED displays are expensive, but they have some advantages over LCDs: they achieve a deeper black and they have better temporal resolution.
Despite the fact that LCDs have displaced CRTs in the market, CRTs are still widely used in vision science. A recent sampling from the Journal of Vision suggests that scientists mainly use CRTs and with some use of LCDs, while the OLEDs are not yet common. One reason CRTs are preferred is that the intensity of each primary can be accurately controlled beyond 10 bits (Brainard et al, 2002). As show by simulation later, this intensity precision is valuable for visual psychophysical experiments that measure detection or discrimination thresholds.

**Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT)**

CRTs create light by directing an electron beam onto one of three different types of phosphors (Castellano, 1992). When irradiated by electrons, the phosphors emit light with a spectral radiance distribution that is unique to that material. CRT phosphors are painted on a transparent glass surface in a pattern of alternating dots or stripes, and they are selected to emit predominantly in the long (red), middle (green) and short (blue) wavebands (Figures 1A and 2A). The amount of light from each type of phosphor is controlled by the intensity of the electron beam that is incident on the phosphor. The spatial properties of the display are determined by the size and spacing of the phosphor dots or stripes.

The temporal properties of the display are determined by the frequency with which each phosphor is stimulated by electrons and the rate at which the phosphorescence decays (see Figure 3B). The refresh rate is determined by how fast an electron beam can scan across the many rows of pixels in a display. The more rows there are, the more time it takes for the electron beam to return to the same phosphor dot. When the refresh rate is slow and the phosphor decay is fast, the display appears to flicker. Longer phosphor decay times reduce the visibility of flicker, but increase the visibility of motion blur (Farrell, 1986; Zhang et al, 2007).
In addition to scanning through many rows of pixels, the electron beam intensity modulates as the beam traverses phosphors within each row. The electron beam modulation rate, referred to as slew rate, is not fast enough to change perfectly as the beam moves between adjacent pixels. Consequently, the ability to control the light from adjacent pixels within a row is not perfectly independent (Lyons and Farrell, 1987). We will explain the consequence of this slew rate limitation later in this chapter.

**Liquid Crystal Displays**

LCD displays are a large array of light valves that control the amount of light that passes from a backlight, that is constantly on, to the viewer (Figure 4, Silverstein and Wandell Handbook Chapter). The backlight is usually a fluorescent tube or sometimes a row of LEDs positioned at the edge of the LC array. The photons from the backlight are spread uniformly across the back of the display using diffusing filters. To reach the viewer, the backlight must pass through a polarization filter, a layer of liquid crystal material, a second polarization filter, and then a color filter. The ability of photons to traverse this path is controlled by the alignment of the liquid crystals which determines the polarization of the photons and thus how much light passes between the two polarization filters. The state of the liquid crystal is determined by an electric field that is controlled by digital values in a frame-buffer, under software control. Even when the liquid crystal is in a state that permits
transmission (open), only a small fraction (about 3 percent) of the backlight photons pass through the two polarizers, color filter, and electronics.

The spectral radiance of an LCD pixel is determined by the SPD of the backlight and the transmissivity of the optical elements (polarizers, LC, and color filters). The spatial properties of an LCD are determined by the dimensions of a panel of thin film transistors (TFT) that control the voltage for each pixel component and the size and arrangement of each individual filter in the color filter array. The temporal properties of an LCD are determined by the modulation rate of the backlight and the temporal response of the liquid crystal (Yang and Wu 2006). LCDs use sample and hold circuitry that keep the liquid crystals in their “open” or “closed” state (see Figure 4B). This means that flicker is not visible, but a negative consequence of the slow dynamics is that LCDs can produce visible motion blur. Furthermore, liquid crystals respond faster to an increase in voltage (changing the alignment of the liquid crystals) than they do to a decrease in voltage (returning towards its natural state). Consequently, a change from white to black is faster than a change from black to white. Some LCD manufacturers have introduced circuitry to “overdrive” and “undershoot” the voltage delivered to each pixel. This additional circuitry reduces the visible motion blur, but it makes it impossible to separately control the spatial and temporal properties of the display. The slow

**Figure 4.** Components of a twisted nematic (TN) LCD. (A) A fluorescent or LED backlight produces light that is passed through a polarizing filter to a layer of liquid crystals. In the absence of electric current, the liquid crystals are in their natural “twisted” state and guide the light through a second polarizer and a color filter. When electric current is applied, the liquid crystals “untwist” and are aligned to be perpendicular to the second polarizing filter, blocking the light. The amount of current varies the orientation of the liquid crystals and consequently the amount of transmitted light. (B) Temporal responses. The graphs plot pixel luminance over two frames. The pixel is set to 97.5% of maximum luminance in the first frame and to 2.5% of maximum in the second. The dashed line delineates the end of the first frame, during which all pixels are on, and the beginning of the second frame, during which all pixels are off. The top figure shows data measured from an LCD with a fluorescent backlight and the bottom figure shows data measured from an LCD with an LED backlight. The responses are slow and asymmetric. See Cooper et al, 2013 for more details.
and asymmetric changes in the state of liquid crystals also make it difficult to have precise control in the timing of visual stimuli (Elze and Tanner, 2012).

Another limitation of LCDs is that in the “off” state, photons from the backlight find their way through the filters to the viewer. Consequently, LCDs do not achieve a complete black background. Recently, manufacturers introduced LED backlit panels that can be locally dimmed in different regions. In this way, one portion of the image can be much brighter than another, and a portion of the display can be nearly black. This design extends the image dynamic range, but such LCD displays are difficult to calibrate because of the complexity of the design, control circuitry and spatial distribution of the LED back panel.

**Organic Light emitting diodes (OLED)**

OLEDs emit light by applying an electric current to an electroluminescent layer of organic molecules. Each diode (pixel) consists of two layers of organic molecules that are sandwiched between a cathode and an anode (Figure 5). There are several ways to produce the different primaries: (1) Each diode can be made from a different substance that emits light in a distinct wavelength band, (2) color filters can be placed in front of a single type of diode, or (3) the emissions from a single type of OLED can be used to excite different types of phosphors (Tsujimura, 2012). Since OLEDs do not use a backlight, each pixel can be black, emitting only light that is scattered from nearby pixels.

The spatial properties of an OLED display are determined by the spatial arrangement of OLEDs that are deposited onto glass. Some types of OLEDs (polymer OLEDs or PLEDs) can be printed onto plastic using a modified inkjet printer (Carter et al, 2006), but these flexible displays are still experimental and hence will not be considered here.

OLEDs can be rapidly turned on and off, hence the display dynamics are mainly limited by how often the electronics updates the subpixel intensities. The rate at which the pixel intensities can be changed (update rate) limits the motion velocities that can be represented (Watson et al, 1986). To reduce the visibility of flicker and motion blur, OLEDs can be refreshed at a rate that exceeds the update rate (see Figure 5B).
Digital light projectors

The digital light projector (DLP) display technology is a micro-electro-mechanical device consisting of an array of microscopically small mirrors arranged in a matrix on a semiconductor chip— one mirror for each pixel (Younse, 1993, Florence and Yoder, 1996). The system includes a constant backlight, and each mirror can be in one of two states: it either reflects the backlight photons towards or away from the viewer.

The mirrors can alternate state very rapidly, and varying the percentage of time the mirror is directing light towards the viewer controls the light intensity at each pixel. In the single-chip DLP, color is controlled using a rapidly spinning color wheel that interposes different color filters between the light source. The single-chip DLP design uses a color wheel whose rotation is synchronized with the control signals sent to the chip. While most display technologies use subpixel primaries that are adjacent in space, the DLP color primaries are adjacent in time - a technique called field-sequential color. Some DLP devices include only three (red, green and blue) primaries, while others include a fourth (white or clear) primary. The white primary increases the maximum display brightness, but at the highest brightness levels the display has a vanishingly small color gamut (Kelley et al, 2009).

A problem with the single-chip DLP design is that field-sequential color can produce visible color artifacts when the the eye moves rapidly across the image. High speed eye movements cause the
sequential red, green and blue images to project to different retinal positions (Zhang and Farrell, 2003). A more expensive three-chip DLP design is often used in home and movie theatres. The three-chip design simultaneously projects red, green and blue images that are co-registered; hence, these DLPs do not produce the sequential color artifacts.

While DLP displays are not used widely in visual psychophysics, they have been adapted for use in studies of color constancy (Brainard et al 1997), in vitro primate retina intracellular recordings (Packer et al, 2001), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (Engel et al, 1997).

The standard display model and stimulus characterization

Overview
Displays emit light in different ways. Nonetheless, it is possible to characterize a few general principles that describe the relationship between the electronic control signals and the display spectral radiance. These widely adopted principles are the basis of a standard display model (Post 1992; Brainard-Pelli-Robson, 2003). To calibrate a display effectively means establishing the parameters of the standard display model and using the model and calibration data to control the display spectral radiance.

A model is necessary because there are far too many images to calibrate individually (Brainard, 1989). For example, a static image on an 8-bit display has $2^{24}$ different (RGB) settings. A 1024x1024 ($2^{20}$ pixels) display can render $2^{480}$ images. The standard display model defines a relatively small set of calibration measurements that can be used to calculate the expected spectral radiance for many of these images.

Several key measurements are necessary to specify a model for any particular display. First, each subpixel type has a characteristic spectral power distribution (SPD, Figure 2). The model assumes that the SPD is the same for all subpixels of a given type and is invariant when normalized for intensity level. Thus, the normalized SPD can be measured using a spectroradiometer that averages the spectral radiance emitted from a region of the display surface.

Second, the absolute level (peak radiance) of the SPD is set by the frame buffer value. The relationship between the frame buffer value and the SPD level is referred to as the gamma-curve. The gamma-curve is assumed to be the same for all subpixels of a given type (shift-invariant), independent of the image content, and monotone increasing.
Third, the standard display model describes the spatial distribution of light emitted by each type of subpixel, called the point spread function (PSF). The standard display model assumes that the PSF is the same for subpixels of a given type (shift-invariant) and independent of the image content.

Finally, most displays refresh the image (frame) at a rate between 30 and 240 times per second. Within each frame, the subpixel intensity can rise and fall, and the frame repetitions and pixel dynamics influence the visibility of motion and flicker. The standard display model assumes that each subpixel has a simple time-invariant impulse response function that is independent of image content. This assumption is frequently violated because of the extensive engineering to control the dynamics of displays (see previous sections on LCDs and CRTs). Characterizing the display dynamics is particularly important for experiments involving rapidly changing high contrast targets (e.g. random dots).

The standard display model clarifies the measurements needed to calibrate a display. The first two are to measure (a) the normalized spectral radiance distributions for each of the display primaries, and (b) the gamma-curve that specifies the absolute level of the spectral radiance given a particular frame buffer value. It is less common for scientists to measure the subpixel PSFs. These can be measured using a macro-lens and the linear output of a calibrated digital camera (Farrell et al, 2008), but in most cases the function is treated as a single point (impulse). Characterizing the PSF can be meaningful for measurements of fine spatial resolution (e.g., quality of fonts, vernier resolution) where there are significant effects of human optics on retinal image formation. In the next, section we offer specific advice about making these calibration measurements and combining them into a computational implementation of the standard display model.

**Spectral radiance and gamma curves**

It is common to use a spectral radiometer to measure the spectral radiance emitted by each of the three types of primaries. The standard display model assumes that for each primary the spectral power distribution takes the form $I(F)P(\lambda)$, where $P(\lambda)$is the spectral power distribution of the display when the frame buffer is set to its maximum value and $0 < I(F) < 1$ is the relative intensity for a frame buffer value of $f$.

To estimate $I(F)$and $P(\lambda)$, we measure the spectral radiance for a series of different frame buffer levels. An important detail is this: In most displays there is some stray light present even when $F=0.$
This light is usually treated as a fixed offset, $B(\lambda)$ and subtracted from the calibration data (Brainard et al, 2002). Hence, the measured spectral radiance curves have the form

$$R(\lambda, F) = I(F)P(\lambda) + B(\lambda)$$

The term $I$ is the relative intensity of the primary and $F$ is the frame buffer value. When $F$ is set to the maximum value, the value of $I$ is equal to 1. If one subtracts the background spectral power distribution, then when $I(0) = 0$ and the relative intensity is typically modeled as a simple power law (Poynton, 2013) which gives the curve its name.

$$I = \alpha F^\gamma \quad [1]$$

For most displays $B(\lambda)$ is difficult to measure because it is small and negligible compared to the experimental stimuli. In such cases, the radiance is modeled by including a small, wavelength-independent, offset in the gamma curve

$$R(\lambda, F) = I(F)P(\lambda) \quad [2]$$

$$I = \alpha F^\gamma + B_0 \quad [3]$$

Historically, the value of $\gamma$ in manufactured displays been between 1.8 and 2.4, which is quite significant. If one changes the $\gamma$ of a display from 1.8 to 2.4, the same frame buffer values will produce very different spectral radiance distributions. Pixels set to the same frame buffer (R,G,B) produce spectral radiances that differ by as much as 10 CIELAB $\Delta E$ units (median ~ 6 $\Delta E$). In recent years, manufacturers have converged to a function that is linear at small values, close to $\gamma = 2.4$ at high values, and overall similar to $\gamma = 2.2$ (sRGB 2015).

The analytical gamma function is an approximation to the true $I(F)$. In modern computers, this approximation can be avoided by building a lookup table that stores the nonlinear relationship between the digital control values and the display output, $I(F)$.

This nonlinearity will continue across technologies because programmers prefer that equal spacing of the digital frame buffer values correspond to equal perceptual spacing (Poynton, 1993; Poynton and Funt, 2014). To maintain this relationship, the display intensity must be nonlinearly related to the frame buffer value (Stevens 1957; Wandell, 1995).
**The subpixel point spread functions**

The spatial distribution of light from each subpixel is described by a point spread function, $P(x, y, \lambda)$. The spatial spread of the light from each subpixel can be measured using a high resolution digital camera with a close-up lens (Figure 1, Farrell et al, 2008). Furthermore, the spectral and spatial parts of the point spread function are separable.

$$P(x, y, \lambda) = s(x, y)w(\lambda) \quad [4]$$

The subpixel point spread is assumed to have the same form across display positions, that is the subpixel point spread function at pixel $(u, v)$ is $s(x - u, y - v)w(\lambda)$. And finally, the shape scales with intensity $I\ s(x - u, y - v)w(\lambda)$.

The standard display model assumes that point spread functions from adjacent pixels sum. This linearity is an ideal - no display is precisely linear. But display designs generally aim to satisfy these principles and implementations are close enough so that these principles are a good basis for display characterization and simulation.

**Linearity**

Apart from the nonlinear gamma curve, the standard display model is a shift-invariant linear system. That is, given the intensity of each subpixel we compute the expected display spectral radiance as the weighted sum of the subpixel point spread functions. If the subpixel intensities for one image are $I_1$ with corresponding spectral radiance $R_1(x, y, \lambda)$, and a second image is $I_2$ with corresponding spectral radiance $R_2(x, y, \lambda)$, then the radiance when the image is $I_1 + I_2$ will be $R_1(x, y, \lambda) + R_2(x, y, \lambda)$.

The calibration process should test the additivity assumption. Simple tests include checking that the light emitted from the $i$th subpixel does not depend on the intensity of other subpixels (Lyons and Farrell, 1989; Pelli, 1997, Farrell et al, 2008).

**Model summary**

The standard display model for a steady-state image can be expressed as a simple formula that maps the frame buffer values, $F$, to the display spatial-spectral radiance $R(x, y, \lambda)$.  

Suppose the gamma function, point spread function, and spectral power distribution of the $j$th subpixel type are $I_j(v)$, $p_j(x,y)$, and $w_j(\lambda)$. Suppose the frame buffer values for the $j$th subpixel type is $F_j(u,v)$. Then the display spectral radiance across space is predicted to be

$$R(x,y,\lambda) = \sum_{u,v} \sum_j I_j(F_j(u,v)) s_j(x-u, y-v) w_j(\lambda)$$

[5]

**Display calibration**

If the standard display model describes the device under test, then calibration requires a very small set of display measurements - gamma, spd, psf and temporal response - to fully describe the physical radiance of displayed stimuli. Display calibration can be conceived as (a) measuring how well the key model assumptions hold (spectral homogeneity, pixel independence, spatial homogeneity), and (b) using the measurements to estimate the model parameters.

**Pixel independence**

The radiance emitted by a subpixel should depend only on the digital frame buffer value controlling that subpixel. Equivalently, the radiance emitted by a collection of pixels must not change as the digital values of other pixels change. Displays often satisfy this pixel independence principle for a large range of stimuli (Farrell et al, 2008, Cooper et al, 2013), but there are displays and certain types of stimuli that fail this test (Lyons and Farrell, 1989; Else and Tanner, 2012).

For example, CRTs must sweep the intensity of the electron beam very rapidly across each row of pixels. There are limits to how rapidly the beam intensity can change (a maximum “slew rate”). If a very different intensity is required for a pair of adjacent row pixels, the beam may not be able to adjust in time and independence is violated, and the standard display model will not be useful for characterizing the spatial-spectral radiance of such stimuli (Lyons and Farrell, 1989; Naiman and Makous, 1992).

LCDs are limited by rate at which liquid crystals can change their state in response to a change in voltage polarity, as well as the asymmetry in their response to the “on” or “off” states. LCDs typically combine sample and hold circuitry to switch between different LC states and a flickering backlight to minimize the visibility of both motion blur. LCDs with these features (sample and hold circuitry with flickering LED or fluorescent backlights) can be modeled as a linear system (Farrell et al, 2008). Departure from display linearity occurs, however, when LCD manufacturers introduce “overdrive”
and “undershoot” circuitry to minimize the visibility of motion blur or when they locally dim LED backlight panels to increase dynamic range. These new features make it very difficult to control and calibrate visual stimuli, particularly for studies that require precise control of timing (Elze and Tanner, 2012).

There are several ways to test pixel independence (Lyons and Farrell, 1989; Pelli, 1997; Farrell et al, 2008), but the general principle is simple. Separately measure the radiance from the middle of a large patch of pixels. Make the measurement with a few different digital values. Then create spatial patterns that are made up with half the pixels at one digital value and half at the other. The radiance from these mixed patches should be the average of the radiance from the large patches, measured individually.

A key assessment is to evaluate how well independence is satisfied for the planned experimental stimuli. For example, CRTs often fail pixel independence for high spatial frequency stimuli because of the finite slew rate of the electron beam. Nonetheless, CRTs are very useful for visual experiments that use low frequency stimuli, such as studies of human color vision. The standard display model, like any useful model, will have some compliance range, and the practical question is whether the model can be used given a specific experimental plan.

OLEDs are excellent devices for vision research because they typically meet the requirements of the standard display model (Cooper et al, 2013). Display electronics control the rate at which the pixel intensities can be changed (the update rate), but OLED pixels can be rapidly turned on and off. Thus while the update rate limits the motion velocities that can be represented, the higher refresh rates minimize the visibility of motion blur and flicker. And, unlike the LCDs that modulate the intensity of a backlight, OLED pixels can be turned off, creating a perfectly black background. Given these benefits, and the fact that the cost of manufacturing OLED displays is decreasing, one might consider these displays to be ideal devices for vision research. There is, however, one potentially problematic aspect of OLED development for vision research. OLED display manufacturers are experimenting with different types of color pixel patterns and developing proprietary methods for rendering images on these new displays. Unless it is possible to turn off or at least control the proprietary display rendering, it may be difficult to know the spatial distribution of the spectral energy in displayed stimuli.

**Spectral homogeneity**

The relative spectral radiance from a subpixel should be the same as its intensity is varied. Any change in the relative spectral radiance will be manifest as an unwanted color shift, and the display
will be difficult to calibrate. Recall that the intensity of the light from an LC display depends on the rotation of the polarization angle caused by the birefringent liquid crystal. In some displays, the polarization effect is wavelength dependent and this violates the spectral homogeneity assumption (Wandell and Silverstein, 2003). This failure occurs because the LC polarization is not precisely the same for all wavelengths and also as a result of spectral variations in polarizer extinction.

A second deviation from the standard display model occurs with when the display emission is angle-dependent. In fact, the first-generation of LCDs had a very large angle-dependence so that even small changes in the viewing position had a large impact on the spectral radiance at the cornea. The reason for this strong dependence is that the path followed by a ray through the LC and the polarizers has an influence on the likelihood of transmission, and this function is wavelength dependent (Silverstein and Fiske, 1993). Manufacturers have reduced these viewing angle dependencies by placing retardation films in the optical path (Yakovlev et al, 2015).

For visual psychophysics experiments, it is typical to fix the subject’s head position relative to the screen, typically by using a chin-rest or a bite bar placed on-axis in front of the middle of the display. Instruments used for display calibration should be placed at this position. If the spectrophotometer and the eye are located at any other angle, the spectral radiance from the display may differ.

**Spatial homogeneity (shift invariance)**

When a subject is close to the display surface, the angle-dependence of the spectral radiance appears as a spatial inhomogeneity: the spectral radiance at the cornea differs between on-axis (center) and off-axis (edge) pixels. At further distances, say 1m away, the angle between the center and edge is smaller and the spatial homogeneity is better.

A second source of spatial inhomogeneity arises from the fact that it is difficult to maintain perfect uniformity of the pixels across the relatively large display surfaces. Such non-uniformities are referred to as “mura”, which is a Japanese word for “unevenness”. For LCDs, there are several sources of mura, including non-uniformity in the TFT thickness, LC material density, color filter variations, backlight illumination, and variations in the optical filters. Additional possible sources are impurities in the LC material, non-uniform gap between substrates and warped light guides.

On LCDs, mura appears as blemishes and dark spots; manufacturers attempt to eliminate these sources during the manufacturing process. For OLEDs, mura is mainly due to non-uniformity in the
currents in spatially adjacent diodes that appear as black lines, blotches, dots, and faint stains that are more visible in the dark areas of an image. This can be mitigated during the manufacturing process by introducing feedback circuitry that adjusts the pixel transistor current during a calibration procedure (McCreary, 2014).

Display simulations

The standard display model serves as a foundation for the display simulation technology. The model is implemented in the open-source ISETBIO distribution1. In this section, we present two examples that couple simulation to standard color image metrics. The examples illustrate the use of display simulation to answer questions about the appropriate use of display technology in vision research.

**Color discriminations: the impact of bit-depth**

First, we consider how the number of digital steps (frame buffer levels) limits the ability to make threshold color and luminance discrimination measurements. Using the simulator, we calculated the CIE XYZ values for each of 27 different RGB levels, and we then calculated the CIELAB ΔE value between each of these 27 points and all of its neighbors within 2 digital steps. We repeated this calculation simulation assuming a frame buffer with 10-bits (1024 levels), the actual display resolution, and a coarser step size of 8-bits (256 levels) but equivalent gamma.

The distributions of CIELAB ΔE differences for the 10-bit and 8-bit displays are shown in the upper and lower histograms of Figure 6, respectively. For a 10-bit display, the signals within two digital steps are below ΔE=1. In this case, the visual discriminability is small enough to measure a psychophysical discrimination curve. If the display has only 8-bits of intensity resolution, the two digital steps frequently exceed ΔE=1. This explains why threshold measurements are impractical on 8-bit displays. For commercial purposes, however, one step is about ΔE=1, which explains why 8-bits renders a reasonable reproduction.

1 https://github.com/isetbio/isetbio: Tools for modeling image systems engineering in the human visual system front end
Next, we analyzed the visual impact of changing the subpixel point spread function (see Figure 1). In this example, we compared two displays with the same primaries and spatial resolution (96 dots per inch), but with different pixel point spread functions. In one case, the point spread function is the conventional set of three parallel stripes (Dell LCD Display Model 1905FP), while in the second case the point spread is three adjacent chevrons (Dell LCD Display Model 1907FPc). We used the standard display model to calculate the spatial-spectral radiance of the 52 upper and lower case letters on both displays. The spatial-spectral radiance image data are represented as 3D matrices or hypercubes.

Figure 6. CIELAB ΔE differences between nearby values on a 10-bit and 8-bit display. Twenty-seven RGB points were selected, and the CIELAB ΔE value was calculated between the selected point and other points within two digital steps. The histograms show the distribution of ΔE values for the 10-bit (top) and 8-bit (bottom) simulation. For the 10-bit display, two steps is below threshold, but for the 8-bit display one or two steps is at or above visual threshold. Hence, a 10-bit intensity resolution is necessary to measure psychophysical discrimination functions that require multiple near-threshold measures.

Spatial-spectral discriminations

Next, we analyzed the visual impact of changing the subpixel point spread function (see Figure 1). In this example, we compared two displays with the same primaries and spatial resolution (96 dots per inch), but with different pixel point spread functions. In one case, the point spread function is the conventional set of three parallel stripes (Dell LCD Display Model 1905FP), while in the second case the point spread is three adjacent chevrons (Dell LCD Display Model 1907FPc). We used the standard display model to calculate the spatial-spectral radiance of the 52 upper and lower case letters on both displays. The spatial-spectral radiance image data are represented as 3D matrices or hypercubes.
where each plane in the hypercube contains the stimulus intensity for points sampled across the display \((x, y)\) for each of the sampled wavelengths \((\lambda)\). To visualize the data, we map the vector describing the spectral radiance for each pixel into CIE XYZ values and convert these into sRGB display values (see inset in Figure 7).

We used the spatial-spectral radiance data to calculate the Spatial CIELAB (SCIELAB) \(\Delta E\) difference (Zhang and Wandell, 1997) between each letter simulated on the two displays and viewed from different distances. Figure 7 plots the median SCIELAB \(\Delta E\) value as function of viewing distance. The analysis predicts no visible differences between pairs of letters rendered on the two displays at any of the viewing distances. And indeed, we did not find significant differences between subject’s judgments about the quality of letters rendered on the two different displays (Farrell et al, 2009).

**Figure 7.** Visible difference between letters rendered on displays with different subpixel point spread functions but the same primary spectral power distributions (Figure CC) and spatial resolution (96 dpi). The graph shows the median SCIELAB error, averaged across 52 upper and lower case letters (+/- 1 s. d.) plotted as a function of viewing distance. The inset at the upper right is a magnified version of the letter ‘g’ that illustrates the different subpixel point spread functions.
Summary

Applications of the standard display model

The standard display model guides both the calibration and simulation of visual stimuli. The model can be used to characterize visual stimuli so that others can replicate vision experiments. It can be used to simulate different types of displays and rendering algorithms and, in this way, makes it possible to evaluate the capabilities of displays during the engineering design process (Farrell et al, 2008). Finally, the standard display model supports the development of computational models for human vision by making it possible to calculate the irradiance incident at the eye (Farrell et al, 2014).

The standard display model assumes that the light generated by each subpixel is additive, independent and shift invariant. These assumptions, referred to as spectral homogeneity, pixel independence and spatial homogeneity, can be tested in the calibration process. A particular display may not meet these conditions for all stimuli, yet the model may still be used to predict the spatial-spectral radiance of a restricted class of visual stimuli. As an example, the standard display model does not predict the spectral radiance of high frequency gratings presented on a CRT (Lyons and Farrell, 1989; Pelli, 1997, Farrell et al, 2008), but the model does predict the spectral-spectral radiance of large uniform colors (Brainard et al, 2002; Post, 1992). The standard display model can predict the the steady-state spatial-spectral radiance of high frequency gratings and text rendered on many LCD displays (Farrell et al, 2008), particularly in the absence of complex circuitry to overdrive or undershoot pixel intensity (Lee et al 2001, Lee et al, 2006) and locally dim LED backlights (Seetzen et al, 2004).

We present two examples that illustrate how to analyze display capabilities by coupling the standard model with color discrimination metrics. The first example shows why 10-bit intensity resolution is necessary to measure a psychophysical discrimination function. The second example analyzes the effect that different subpixel PSFs have on font discriminations. These examples illustrate how the standard display model can be used to analyze display capabilities in specific experimental conditions.

A further benefit of the standard model is to support reproducible research. Scientists can communicate about experimental stimuli by sharing the calibration parameters and a simulation of the standard display model. For the data and simulation, other scientists can reproduce and analyze experimental measurements by beginning with a complete spatial-spectral radiance of the experimental stimulus.
Future display technologies

Advances in display technology transformed vision science over the past two decades. The growth in computing power continues to drive the development of display technologies that will influence visual psychophysics by broadening the scope of what we can control and study. Perhaps the most exciting new developments are methods that expand the display from a passive device that emits a predetermined set of images to an interactive device that displays images that depend on continuous measurements of the viewer's head position. A number of companies are developing head-mounted displays that are coupled with computer vision systems that sense the position and orientation of the head (Kress and Starner, 2013). These systems comprise a pair of high quality displays, one for each eye, and a set of external cameras and algorithms that monitor the viewer's head position. The images presented to the two displays are approximations of what the viewer would see at each eye in a three-dimensional environment. When the images are rapidly updated, and the computer graphics representation of the environment is detailed, the user has a compelling experience of being immersed within a virtual world. These systems - which include the displays, computer graphics programs, and head position-sensing systems - provide a “virtual reality” experience. A number of companies have developed products based on this technology and one hopes that these systems will be commercially viable products that can be controlled for scientific applications.

There are also new ideas about how to build displays that provide a relatively complete approximation of a full light field (Liu and Li, 2014). The goal of these “light field displays” is to control the intensity and color in each direction. The ability to control the rays in all directions generates a signal that is much closer to the physical reality. With light field displays, as one moves back and forth or side-to-side, the rays incident at the cornea change and match the experience of seeing through the window into a real three-dimensional world, similar to looking at the scene through a window. Two viewers can stand next to one another and both see the same world, each from their own point of view. This type of display eliminates the need for head-tracking and computationally intensive methods for rapidly updating the displayed image based on the viewer’s head-position. Such light field displays exist in early prototype form, and there is the hope that further engineering technology will produce viable commercial ventures.

To take advantage of these technologies in scientific applications will require further development of display calibration and simulation. The standard display model we explained here is woefully inadequate to characterize the stimuli delivered by head-mounted virtual reality systems or light field displays. The opportunities for using these systems for new scientific discovery is very great, and we
are sure that scientists will develop principled approaches to calibration and simulation that will incorporate these new technologies into scientific practice and produce new insights about vision and the mind.
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